2010 Annual Evaluation of Retired now Part-Time Professor

Teaching — teaches a part-time instructor. teaches several upper level required classes that no one else in the Department can teach. taught 25 upper level geology majors. taught in fall 2012 GEOL 3042 Optical Mineralogy and part of GEOL 3053 Sedimentary Petrology. taught in spring 2012 GEOL 3053 Sedimentary Petrology and GEOL 4082 Independent Research. Student Evaluation of Faculty rate as one of the best professor in Geosciences. I will let a student from sum up 40+ years of teaching: "Best professor I've had. Takes his time, talks clearly, and makes sure people who want to learn understand the subject. Well done, well done, well done."

Research — continues to be active in research and publishing. attended and presented research at the Annual Meeting of the Geological Society of America in Charlotte, North Carolina:

2012, Change in the balance between wave and tide-dominated strands in the Georgia Bight, USA; Geological Society of America Annual Meeting, Abstract 72-8 p.61.

2012, Radiometric dating supports contention that Blackbeard Island is the tip of St. Catherines spit on the Georgia coast, USA; Geological Society of America Annual Meeting, Abstract 88-16 p.167.

Service and Other — is Treasurer of the Georgia Geological Society. attended the annual field trip of the Georgia Geological Society on October 12-14, 2012 in Thomson, Georgia.
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